
One of the things that makes Gunn Memorial successful is that we work as a team.  Employees 

are cross-trained so that not only can they cover for one another, it gives them a better 

understanding of the many elements of each other’s jobs.  At our staff meetings, fellow staff 

offer suggestions, as well as support, for projects and programming.  We bolster each other, 

encourage departmental interaction and work together to make the machine run better. 

An attention to public service is notable.  When a new employee is hired I explain, “This isn’t 

our Library that we let the public come into, it is the community’s library – and we are 

fortunate to work here.”  I am proud that the Gunn Memorial team operates daily with that in 

mind.   

Helping the staff meet institutional goals is another even larger team - our impressive cadre of 

volunteers.  That core group is broken down into many sub-categories, each providing special 

skills and bringing a unique perspective to our institution. 

Knowing I can’t recognize every volunteer contribution, I will start with the obvious. 

The Trustees provide a fundamental administrative oversight as the policy making group that 

oversees all aspects of the institution.  You see their names on letterheads and event 

invitations, but you might not recognize the countless behind the scenes hours they put in – 

fundraising, investment strategies, best practices management, buildings and grounds 

supervision and long-range planning. 

Each department has core groups of volunteers, too.  You see volunteers working shifts behind 

the circulation desk, checking books in and out, but there are also volunteers shelving books, 

converting periodicals, providing reader advisory, helping weed the collection, covering and 

processing materials so they are shelf ready when you come in.  In the Junior Library volunteers 

start quite young!  Even 4th and 5th graders providing help for younger children activities.  Guest 

storytellers volunteer weekly, many retired school teachers, leading afterschool storytimes and 

craft sessions, bringing their years of education and knowledge to a new crop of children.  And 

they bake, help with the children’s holiday sale, provide technical help, jumping in wherever 

needed. 

The Museum has a dedicated core of volunteers who have longevity as well as willingness.  

There is the Research Committee, the Collections Committee, and the Exhibition Committee.  

The cataloguers, those who search, inventory, and organize collections.  There are those who 

file, write, and photograph.  Those who dress in costume, portray historical characters and 

bring new life to stories of the past. 

So we are an eclectic team of people who network with one another to make each fiscal year 

successful.  Thank you for your efforts, your advocacy and your accomplishments. 

- Jean Chapin 7/27/2018 




